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Predatory journal publishing: Is this an  
alternate universe?

T here has been a proliferation of publications, both 
peer-reviewed and invited. This has predominantly 
occurred via an increased number of online jour-

nals. In particular, there has been a staggering increase in 
both the number of publishers and individual publications. 
One would intuitively think that this has been driven by a 
heightened demand for space from an increasing number 
of researchers performing high-quality work, expansion 
of research techniques and unique methodology that 
necessitates more niche journals. 

The truth is that there is a significant economic driver 
behind the increase in journal numbers. Profit margin in 
academic publishing is a badly kept secret. The largest 
academic publishing firms possess an economic margin in 
line with some of the richest companies in the world.1 This 
has undoubtedly attracted many new publications into 
the marketplace, often with low operating costs facilitated 
by a lack of formal editing, peer review, or professional 
online depositories. This landscape has resulted in journals 
now numbering in the thousands within the biomedical 
space. The sheer volume of journals should ensure that all 
meaningful research eventually finds an appropriate 
platform. More specifically, it would be intuitive to think 
that authors would be able to publish more easily and that 
readers could access these high-quality publications 
without firewall obstacles.

Unfortunately, this utopia is far from the reality. Many 
new journals possess little desire to exact any meaningful 
oversight of their published content. These journals are 
typically referred to as “predatory.” Not surprisingly, these 
publications have several unique business plans aimed at 
profitability. The most obvious of these involves charging 
significant editorial fees while returning no relevant review-
ing, editing, or content adjudication. Reports of published 
manuscripts with repeated nonsensical phrases or even ran-
domly generated words are increasingly common. Other 
cases of withholding submissions until supplementary fees 
are paid, or charging high fees for supposed plagiarism 
cases, have also been described.2 Good quality research can 
be held up for years in supposed “review” until these 
demands are met. Some journals have also hijacked other-
wise legitimate journal websites via copycat formatting and 
therefore fool prospective authors into a steady supply of 
submitted papers for which they can be charged.

Editorial board recruitment of junior academic staff, 
mixed with additional faculty from high-profile universi-

ties, can offer the appearance of respectability. Our mail-
boxes are unfortunately crammed with invitations to either 
publish or become editors in journals that only occasion-
ally overlap with our areas of specialty. It is becoming 
more difficult to separate legitimate from predatory jour-
nals, especially as these new journals move through their 
first few years of publication. It is also no longer as simple 
as calling out journals that are “open access” given that 
many reputable journals now publish under Open Access 
models. Our trainees in particular, suffer from an inability 
to select the appropriate submission targets.

In the interest of combatting nefarious publications, there 
are now several lists of both good and bad journals (e.g., 
Beall’s list of potential predatory journals and publishers, 
Cabell’s whitelist, Cabell’s journal blacklist). While debate 
remains regarding a small number of journals, these publicly 
available listings are reasonable guides. They also offer a 
good source of which journal articles should carry significant 
weight in guiding medical decisions. It is critical to remem-
ber that there is no current substitute for established journals 
with a long publishing-house-affiliated history. New journals 
that arrive on the scene can be important sources of informa-
tion, particularly in subspecialty areas. Unfortunately, like 
“alternative facts,” alternative journals are more accurately 
described as both dishonest and predatory. 
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